Resolve ALL Your Allergies, Food Intolerances, & Chemical
Sensitivities Without Drugs

Food and drug companies, doctors,
universities, charities, governments -- none
of them want you reading this book. They
continue to gain wealth and power by
continually denying the deadly dangers of
man-made chemicals -- toxins causing ever
escalating pandemics of disease, chronic
illness, and allergies.
Author Robert
Wellesley was a businessman dominated
by a lifetime of chronic allergy and health
issues such as anxiety, fogginess, fatigue,
acid reflux and depression. Motivated to
finally feel healthy and with typical allergy
remedies seemingly of little help, Robert
began a quest, seeing if food additives,
plastics, and man-made chemicals were
somehow linked to his chronic ill health.
Sifting through the academic research,
what Robert uncovered was startling.
Resolve All Your Allergies... is both the
story of one mans long journey from
chronic low-level illness to optimal,
allergy-free health, as well as a practical
plan of action, 58 specific Action Items
you too can implement to resolve your own
allergy and health issues, simply by getting
toxins out of your life.
Among the
revelations: - While Europe bans 1350+
toxic food additives, the U.S. prohibits just
11 - 9 out of 10 chemicals allowed into
food and cosmetics have NEVER been
studied in detail - Scientists are well aware
these chemicals are a leading cause of most
of the cancers, heart disease, diabetes, MS,
allergies,
asthma
(over
300
diseases/maladies, referenced in this book)
- Even seemingly non-allergenic chemicals
stack up to generate visible symptoms Scientists have no idea, at the
microbiological level, how chemicals are
producing allergies, intolerances and
sensitivities (all of which the author dubs
chemical provocations), allowing many to
continue to deny the dangers of these
chemicals - Even trace amounts of toxic
metals, in combination, are known to
generate 100x disease effects in our bodies
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- No scientist can ever pinpoint which mix
of chemicals it was that made you unwell
Beyond mere sneezing, tearing, and itchy
eyes, allergies manifest in dozens of ways,
early signs of more serious future health
consequences. If you feel chronic flu-like
symptoms, are depressed, anxious, bloated,
foggy, tired, sickly, achy -- likely, it is due
to all these novel chemicals you eat, drink,
touch, and inhale. Building on the work of
other pioneers in the practical health
movement -- Robyn OBrien, Michael
Pollen,
Joseph
Mercola,
Carol
Simontacchi, Russ Blaylock, Randall
Fitzgerald, and others -- the author has left
no stone unturned in his quest to come up
with working solutions that anyone can
use: simple, innovative remedies that
worked for him and will work for you.
Since one key to an allergy-free life is
greater control over the quality of your
food, this book also has a Cost-Saving
Healthy Foods Shopping Guide -strategies for buying healthy foods on a
tight budget. Processed foods are not
cheap. This book describes how to save
money while eating better. Also included
is the Maverick Allergy Map, a
first-of-its-kind diagram of the mainland
U.S. indicating best to worst regions for
allergy sufferers (Arizona is not tops).
Equal parts practical guide, passionate
polemic, and exciting call to action -- this
book is a bracing tonic meant to SHOCK
you into taking your allergies and health,
and the health of your loved ones, far more
seriously. With its honest, down-to-earth
perspective and the authors offbeat humor,
this is a groundbreaking, frank work that
informs, inspires and entertains.
Make
your life GREAT -- Dare to become more
healthy and allergy-free than you ever
thought possible. With proper care and
feeding, your body is the most capable
generator of good health in existence. But
it all has to begin with you, wanting to be
the hero of your own life.
Given the
proper knowledge and your will to act
upon it, only you alone can resolve your
health. The author has produced the toolkit
-- now GET TO IT!
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